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Abstract. In 1980 J. Powell [Po] proposed that five specific ele-
ments sufficed to generate the Goeritz group of any Heegaard split-
ting of S3. This conjecture remains unresolved for genus g ≥ 4.
Here a short argument shows that one of his proposed generators
is redundant, in fact a consequence of three of the other four.

Powell proposed generators for the genus g Goeritz group, g ≥ 3 as
shown in Figure 1.

It was noted in [FS, Lemma 1.4] that the first standard genus 1 sum-
mand of the standardly embedded genus g Heegaard surface of S3 can
be passed around a longitude of the second standard summand by the
use of Powell’s generators. Since Powell’s element Dν similarly passes
the first summand around the meridian of the second generator, it fol-
lowed almost immediately that an isotopy of any standard summand
around its complementary surface, and back to its initial position, is
a product of Powell’s generators. What was not noticed there, and is
shown here, is that a version of the same argument, appropriately du-
alised, shows that Powell’s Dν is itself also a consequence of the other
generators, so that Powell’s actual conjecture would imply that only
four generators suffice.

The proof is mostly a sequence of pictures, modeled on those under-
lying the proof of [FS, Lemma 1.4]. It will be convenient to display
how to create not Dν itself, but rather the conjugate of Dν by gener-
ator Dη12 , which we will denote D′ν . This is the move which isotopes
standard summand H2 around a meridian of H1, instead of vice versa
and is illustrated in Figure 2.

The first image shows the meridians and longitudes of the two stan-
dard summands. The second image shows in blue the trajectory through
which the top standard summand is moved with respect to the right
summand: it is passed behind and then around the meridian of the
right summand. The effect on the meridians and the longitudes of this
isotopy is shown in the third image.
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Figure 1. Powell’s proposed generators

Note in Figure 1 that the Powell generator Dω can be described as
a half-twist of the right summand shown in the images in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. D′ν = Dη12
DνD

−1
η12

The conjugate Dη12
DωD

−1
η12

is then the half-twist of the top summand.

Denote this move by D′ω. Recall also from Figure 1 that Dθ denotes
the move that slides the right handle over the top handle.

Lemma 0.1. The product D′−1ω D−1θ D′ωD
−1
θ has the same effect on the

meridians and longitudes of the first two standard summands as D′ν
does.

Proof. This is just a matter of watching what the composition does, as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. D′−1ω D−1θ D′ωD
−1
θ
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The top row shows in blue, in the first image, the trajectory of D−1θ
and then in the next image the result of this action on the meridians
and longitudes. The further effect of D′ω is shown in the last image in
the row. The second row repeats the process for D−1θ again, and then
D′−1ω . �

Theorem 0.2. Powell’s generator Dν is a consequence of the three
generators Dω, Dη12

, Dθ.

Proof. Lemma 0.1 illustrates that Dν and some consequence C of the
three named generators have the same effect on the meridians and lon-
gitudes of the first two standard summands (and ipso facto are both
the identity outside the images shown). It follows that DνC

−1 is the
identity except perhaps on the the complement (in the figures) of the
standard two meridians and longitudes. This complement is a pair of
pants, and any automorphism, rel ∂, of a pair of pants is a product
of Dehn twists on annular neighborhoods of its three boundary com-
ponents. But any Dehn twist on such a boundary component can be
realized as a power of one of Dη12

, Dω or D′ω. �
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